Broad Street and Wood Street Commons
Start: White Hart pub, Wood Street (when it re-opens)
Distance: 5 miles
From the White Hart turn left along White Hart Lane and left again when you reach the green.
Keep left on Frog Grove
Lane for about 50 yards
and then cross the road to
the signed public footpath.

After about 80 yards take
the narrow path on the
right that runs parallel to
the track. This is easy to
miss. I did the first time I
tried this walk.

Continue along the narrow
path and over the stile into
a large field.
Bear slightly left to cross
the field to another stile in
a belt of trees in the
opposite left corner of the
field.

Follow the path to the
right through the trees.
Where it leaves the trees
keep right along the field
edge to re-enter the trees.
Do not go straight on into
the field.

Continue until the path
crosses a small stream and
reaches a wide track.

Turn right on this track and
climb towards a mobile
phone mast.
Just before the phone
mast is a signed path to
left. If this is still flooded,
backtrack a few yards and
follow the fairly well
trodden path along the
field edge. This rejoins the
footpath after about 80
yards.
Continue on this path and
across the track at
Dunmore Farm.

Where the path forks keep
right and at the cross track
go left and immediately
right.

Continue on
this path
keeping left at
fork to a broad
track, where
left and after
about 20 yards
right

Follow this path near the edge of
the field until you reach a crossing
of tracks.
Turn right to pass a large green gas
supply installation and reach the
road (Broad Street)

Cross the
road and
after
passing a
tree on the
right turn
right and
follow the
path to the
trees
opposite.
Follow the path
through the trees
and on emerging
continue straight
on until you
reach a bench on
your right. If you
want to sit down
for a drink or
snack this is
probably the
best place to do
so, otherwise
turn left on to
another path.

Follow the path until you reach some houses, where
turn right and follow the path with the houses on
your left.

Continue on this path under the railway, over a ditch
and then turn right along the edge of the Research
Park.

At the small pond turn right and almost immediately bear right to follow the path up the slope through the
trees.
.
On emerging from the trees keep straight on along the field edge towards some houses.
Just after the houses, cross over a stile to your right
and continue along the field edge.

At the corner of the
field when you reach
some trees, turn
right and after a few
yards left to continue
in roughly the same
direction.

Follow the path
through some trees,
over the railway at a
gated crossing on to
a broad track.

At the road turn left to towards the green and the White Hart.

